


 

 

The Leander Matty™ 
is warm and soft 
as the baby’s skin

LEANDER
MATTY™

Leander Matty™ is a revolutionary and innova- 
tive changing mat. It provides total safety and 
ease when changing your child. It is made from 
the softest PUR foam - a material that is extremely 
close to the feeling of bare skin and adapts quick-
ly to room temperature, so that the baby is always 
comfortably warm.. The surface is easy to clean,  
water-resistant and can be disinfected.



LEANDER
CLASSIC™

The Leander Classic™ line is known 
for it´s organic and classic shapes. The 
rounded corners and elegant curves 
create an almost sculptural expres-
sion, that embraces and stimulates 
the child in sheer comfort. The design 
was created 20 years ago and it is still  
a timeless design.

the calm movement 
stimulates the child’s 
development and motor 
coordination 



the Leander Classic™ 
bed can grow with 

your child from baby 
to junior



LEANDER
LUNA™

Simple as a child´s play - that´s the idea behind the new 
Leander Luna™ line, uniting our Nordic design heritage 
with our love for the playful nature of children. The floa-
ting nature of the furniture design, combined with solid 
quality and unique and smart details, will make everyday 
life feel even more fun.

The Leander Lnna™ line 
is light and simple as a 
child’s play



The Luna™ baby cot’s flexible 
design can be adjusted to the 
changing needs of your child



unique design in good  
craftmanship with a  
strong aesthetic expression

LEANDER
LINEA™

Leander Linea™ is a contemporary, inno-
vative and sophisticated furniture line 
with an edgy look. It is tailored to fit an 
urban lifestyle with limited space but 
high demands on design. We honor the 
beauty of solid craftsmanship in many 
unique features which makes parenting a 
little easier.



 

 

LEANDER
WALLY™

The Leander Wally™ wall mounted changing table is inspired 
by a droplet. Light and levitating. While holding the baby in 
your arms, you unfold Leander Wally™ with one hand and 
place your child on the mat and enjoy the time together. The 
changing mat is made from soft PUR foam which adapts to 
the room temperature and feels warm and soft like skin. The 
surface is water-resistant and can be disinfected. Wally™ is 
easy to care for, durable and a real space saver.

Wally™ - Space-saving  
design - easy to use and 
easy to clean 
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Designer & Founder

At birth, a long and wild journey 
begins.
 
My vision is to design furniture 
for children which makes the 
journey easier and more fun. I 
am always curious about new 
materials, forms and functions, 
and I love to challenge and explore 
the possibilities and properties 
of materials and techniques. I´m 
always thinking in opportunities 
rather than limitations.
 
My design approach is anchored 
in our rich Nordic design heritage 
with its clear, simple expression and 
focus on natural materials.

WE WISH TO EASE THE 
LIFE OF PARENTS
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